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THE CRINKLING STRENGTH AND THE BELNDING STRENGTH OF ROUND AIRCRAIYl”
TUBING

By ~HLIAM R. OSGOOD

SUMMARY

The upper limit ofthe column strength of structural
members composed of thin maten”al is the mam”mum am-al
dress such members can carry when short enough to fail
locally, by crinkling. This stress i9 a function of M.e
mechanical properties of the material and of the geo-
metn”cal shape of the crow section. The bending 8irength,
a$ measured by the modulus of rupture, of structural
members is also a function of these same .rw”ab[es. Tests
were made of round tube% of chromium-molybdenum steel
and of duralumin to determine the cm”nkling strengths and
the bending strengths in terms of the speci$ed ~“eld
strength and the ratio of diameter to thickness. Emp”m”cal
formulas are D“ren relating these quantities.

INTRODUCTION

The column strength of structural membws of closed
sections, such as tubes, composed of thin material is
found to increase -with decreasing ratio of slenderness
up to a limiting stress at which crinkling occurs. This
stress m.ny be called the mhdding strength. The
crinkIing strength is tie upper limit of the cohmm
strength and is practically independent of the Iength
of the member below the Iength at which it is tit
reached. The crinkling strength must be know for
ew.h geometric shape of cross section used in a com-
pression member of a ghen material if the column
strength is to be completely known.

The bending strength, measured by the modulus of
rupture, is also a function of the shape of the cross
section, m is well kuowu, and for a given material must
be determined for those &apes of cross section used in
designing.

The interest of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department-, and of the h’atiomd Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics in the strength of aircraft tubing M
to the alIotment of funds to the ~Tational Bureau of
Standards for an investigation of the subject.

Almost alI of the carefully made tests in the past to
determine the crinkling strength or the bend&strength
of round tubing have been made on specimens with far
higher ratios of diameter to thickness than are com-
monly used in aircraft.. Timoshenko (reference 1) refers
to many of these tests, and an excellent piece of work
has been done recently by Hansen (reference 2).

In the present investigation the crinkling strength

and the bending strength of round tubuIar specimens of
chromium-moIybdenurn steal and of duralumin were
studied. The diameters of the tubes ranged from 1 inch
to z ~ch=, and the thic~esse~ from ()-()25~ch to ().109
inch. The ratios of diameter to thicknes qnged ap-
proximately from 15 to 100. The experimental work in-
cluded comprehensive tests to determine the tensile
properties of the chromium-molybdenum-steeI tubing,
the tensile and compressive properties of the duralumin
tubing, 60 crinkhg tests, and 38 bending tests. In this
paper these tests we described, and the results are in-
terpreted for practicaI use in desigg.

The author is indebted to the Aluminum Company of
tierica for donation of all of the durahnnin tubing, and
to the SummeriIlTubing Company for donation of three
thin sizes of the chromium-moIybdenum+teeI tubing.

MATERIAL AND MATERIAL TESTS

THE 31ATEIUAL A??D ITS PREPARATION FOE TEST

Most of the chromium-molybdenum-steeI tubing was
manufactured to comply with ATavyDepartment Speci-
fication 44T18c, Feb. 1, 1937: Tubing, Steel (Chrome-
moIybdenum] Round, SeamIess (Aircraft Use).

The durahmin tubing was of the type commonIy
known as 17ST aluminum-aIIoy tubing. It complied
with ATa~ Department Specification 44T21b, May 1,
1937: Tubing, Ahruinum-alIoy (A.Iuminum-copper-
ma=gnesium-manganeae),Round, seande=, Condition
“T”, heat treated.

.The nominaI cross-sectional properties of the tubes
are given in tabIe L

One tensiIe specimen and one compressive specimen
were taken from each tube, the remainder of the tube
being awilabIe for crbkling-test and transverse-test
specimens. In order to determine the actual croas-
sectionaI properties of the specimens, more than half of
the specimens were weighed and their Iengths, outside
diametem at the middle, and maximum and minimum
thicknesses at the ends ~ere measured. The densities
of represmtati-ie samples were determined by the
Di=n of Weights and Measures of the N’ational
Bureau of Standards. The cross-sectionaI areas of
the specimens were computed from the weights, the
lengths, and the densities; and the average thichmease~
and the section moduli were computed from the crow
sectional areas and the outside diameters.
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TENSILE ANDCOMPRESSIVE TESTS

A tensile test wm made of each tube, and a compres-
sive test was nmde of each dumlumin tube, Compres-
sive tests were mtide of m many of the chromiun~-
molybdenum-steel tubes as possible. The results were
not used, however, since it was not possible to deter-
mine the yield strengths of the tMn specimens; these
specimens failed by crinkling before the yield strengths
were reached.

The temde tests -weremaclein a pendulum, hydraulic
machine having a capacity of 100,000 pounds nnd scale
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head. This condition, causing n slight cccontricity of
lending, @ especially undesirnblo in compression testing,
but wi~h the short specimens nncl compmative.Iy low
loads of the present investignt.iont the effect was not
considered to be serious. Another potibIc sourco of
error in making compressive tests in this typo of
machine nrises from the possibility of rotation of tho
pIateu about a horizontal M&. The platm is rigidly
connected to the pistou of the hydraulic jack, which is
p.mked, and the clenrance between the cylindor ml tho
piston permits rotation of the platen under ccccntric

!0.) (d)

FIGUHE I.-SpecImen (b), bewhz blwks (a and c), am.1 Phter mP (d).

rnnges of O to 10,000, 0 to 20,000, 0 to 50,000 and O to
100,000 pounds. Most of the compressive tests were
made in a fluid-support, Bourdon-tube, hydrwdic
mnchine having a eapneity of 100,000 pounds and scrde
ranges of O h 10,000, 0 to 50,000, nnd O to 100,000
pounds, Auxilinry nuts on the screws of this machine
were tightened against the lower surface of the adjush
abIe head to bring it into contact with the lower surface
of the threads on the screws, so that rotation of the head
relative to the platen of the machine due to clearance
between the nuts of the head and the screws was
obviated, The unsymmetrical position of the motor,
the hnnd-wheeI, and the other mechanism for raising
and lowering the adjustable head causes it- to exert on
the portion of the two screws below it a constant
moment of roughly 1,000 pound-inches in a plane
normal to that of the screws. As a consequence the
screws are slightly bent elastically and, as they tend to
straighten out under load, produce rotation of the

load. This effect crm be minimized by keeping ns
much Qf the piston in the cylinder as possible. - -

Tensile tests were mado of “full-tube” specimens rts
required in the specifications for tho material. Com-
pressive tests were made on spccimcns 4 or 5 (preferably
4 when possible) diameters long with ends machined
plane rmd normal to the axis of the tubes. Each eml
of a specimen was embedcled in Wood’s metal to a
depth of one-quarter of the diameter of tlw spccimw],
as shown in figure 1 (b). It is believed thut somewhat
more nearly uniform conditions mm obtnined at tlm
ends by this procedure tlmn by simply leaving the ends
unsupported laterally. The specimen was then plnccd
centrally on a ground, lmdened-steel bearing Mock
located centmlly in the testing nmchincj figures 1 (a]
and 2, and a similar, smaller block (fig. 1 (c)) was
placed centrally on the upper end of h specimen.
In order to secure as nearly uniform bearing as prac-
tically possible, the upper bearing Mock was capped
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with plaster of park (fig. 1 (d)). A stiff ‘{mix” was
found most satisfactory. It was placed between two
sheets of relatively nonabsorbent oiled tracing paper
and transferred to the bearing block. Load was
appIied immediately, arbitrarily 500 pounds per inch
of diameter of specimen. The plaster w-asallowed to
set for at least 15 minutes before testing.

Strains were measured with a Ewing ~~tensometer
when possible, on a 2-inch gage length; otherwise
Tuckerman strain gages were used for determinations
of moduli of elasticity, and Huggenberger extensometers
for determinations of yield strengths. The moduli of
elasticity were obtained from stress+train data by
means of difference curves (reference 3} dram for each
of the tensile and compressive specimens. The stress-
strain data used for determining the modulus of elas-
ticity were taken after fit loading the specimen to
produce a strain of about 0.002 and then removing the
load. This procedure made the cletermirmtionof the
moduhs of elasticity more definite than a determination
from readings taken during the fit loading, particu-
larly in the case of some of the chromium-molybdenum-
steel specimens the initial stress-strain dia=gqamwof
which were apparently curved at all stresses, however
10W.

The tensiIeyield strengths were obt ained from stress-
strain diagrams according to the definitions in the
Navy Department specifications applfig; that is, the
yieId strength of the chromium-molybdenum steel was
taken as the stressat a strain 0.002 in excess of the elastic
strain corresponding to this stress, and that of the

FIGrBE Z.-specimen In mmchfne titer test.

durahunin as the stress at a strain of 0.006. The
compressive yield strength
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of the durdumin -was
obtained m the stress
corresponc{ing to the in-
tersection with the
stress-strain curve of a
line drawn through the
origin with a sIope @,
where E is the modulus
of elasticity (reference 4).
F@.res 3 and 4show typi-
cal stress-straindiagrams.

CRLWNG TESTS

The procedureformak-
hg crirdding tests was
-actly the same as that
for m&ing compreastive
tests, except that only
the maximum loads were
measured. Jnasmuch as
the compressive specim-
ens failed by crinkling$
thesespecimens alsofurn-
ished vahes of the crink-
Iing strength. Figure 5
shows some typical crink-
ling-test specimens after
testing.
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BENDING TESTS of at Ieast six diameters between loading points. The
Figure 6 shows the method of making the bending loads were apphd through knife edges on the cIamps

tests The test specimen A -wassupported at the ends by means of hangers C, which extended down to an
and was Ioaded symmetrically at the third-points until equalizer. The equalizer bore on knife edges on the
the bending moment in the middle portion became a lower ends of the hangers and was itseIf Ioaded through
maximum. It was desired to obtain failure in a part a knife edge at the center by the movable head of a
of the specimen that was free to assume its “natural” beam-and-poise testing machine hatig a capacity of
shape at failure, unaffected by IocaI restraints or con- 20,000 pounds. The scale ranges of the machine were __

..- .- -- -.—-. -- “–-~

B

FIGUItE i3.-Test to determhs MMing wength.

centrated loads. In order to ef7ect this condition, the
loads were appLied through stiff clamps B, which fit
the tube snugly at the third-points. One of the clamps
was a[ways tightened to a sliding fit only, so that-no
excessive torsional stresses might be introduced in the
specimen by any possible rotation of the clamps relati~e
to each other about the axis of the specimen. The
cIamps held the tube circular at the Ioaded sections at
all times and thus prevented flattening at these sections.
The middle of the tube, on the other hand, subjected
to the same bending moment-, was free to deform at
wiII and of ccmrse took n characteristic flattened shape
ut failure. All failures occurred at or near the middle.
Preliminary tests showed that a distrmce of five diam-
eters between loading points was sufficient to permit the
middle section to assume its natural shape. All but
three specimens, however, were tested with rtdistance

O to 2,000 and O to 20,000 pounds. The specimen was
usually cut 19 diametim long, the ends were plugged,
and it was supported on J.mifeedges D with the thinnest
part of the specimen up (in compression). The support-
ing knife edges were spaced accurately by means of
spacer bars (not shown in the fi=gure)anclrested on hard
steeI plates E which bore on hard steel brdls. The bds
were free to roll on other hard steeI plates F thus prac-
tically eliminating axiaI stresses in the specimen. The
whoIe assemb~ywas carried on structural steel channels
at the top of the testing machine. The hangers were
long enough so that the error due to their not being
paraM when the specimen failed was negligible. Stops
G were provided at the ends of the specimen to pre-rent
“the whole thing from rolling on the floor,” which it
did once or twice anyway. The stops did not make
contact during a test.

--—
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FIOCEE 7.–f3endb@est spabnene.

of the srsecimens(the thick ones) deflected so
A

much that the horizontal distance from” a supporting
htife edge to the knife edge on the nearer clamp was
appreciably reduced. This distnnc.e and the corre-
sponding load were consequently read simultaneously
as the test proceeded. It was found in some cases that
a maximum moment was reached for a load less than
the maximum. Figure 7 shows some typical bending-
test specimens after testing.

THEORY

The theory of ehstic faiIure by buckling of thin circu-
lar cylindem has been presented by numerous authors
(see reference 1) but no complete theory of plastic
failure exists. Geclieler (reference 5) has presented a
theory for the case of axially symmetrical buckling
(aingIe lobes reaching around the circumferewe of the
tube). It is probable, by amdogy with the elastic case,
that the critical stress he obtains would not differ
greatly from the theoretical critical stress for the most
general (multilobecl) type of buckling. Probably
largely on account of the impossibility of satisfying the
theoretical end conditions and ideal requirements of
shape, homogeneity of material, etc., it has not been
possibIe to obtain even an approximate check of any
theory in the Laboratory. Fof practical purposes the
most valuable contribution of theory has been to give
an indication of how the buclding or crinlding strength
probably depends on the geometry and the mechanical
properties of the material of the specimen or structural
element.

Geckeler finds for the crinkling strength for axially
symmetrical fnilure

f“’2g~~;
(I)

wherafm is the crinkling strength,
t, the thickness of the tube,

dm=d—f, the mean diameter of the tube,
l?, the mocluIusof elasticity of the nmterinl,

z 4E’/E
‘=–r~

J ~ being the doubl&modu-

lus and E’ the tangent modulus at the
stres9fw,

~, Poisson’s ratio.
By introducing the nondimension variables

)!3dm 1.
8’=Z T and ‘“77

(2)

where S is the compressive yield strength, and by divid-
ing equation (1) by S, the crinkling strength for axially
symmetrical failure may be expressed in nondimcnsiomd
form as

2
d““% 3(1:JF)

(3)

If S isdetermined m the intersection with tlm strcss-
strain curve of a line through the origin having a slope
#E (U<p< 1), equation (3) will represent one ftnd the
same curve for all materials having afhel.y relntcd
strea9-straincurves 1 (reference 4). ft is prol;abk that

IStrktly, eumea for whfch tbe quantity r/(1—@) k the eema for cor’rceporsdhw

rquelvaluesof.c,,, M the effect of varfatlonsinp would, In any-, efrnost mrtalnly

be ernall.
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the case of muItiIobed crinkling failure, just like that of the sirdarity in type between bending faihmes of thin
single-lobed failure, is governed by some relation mml- tubes and minkling failures, it seems reasonable to
ogous to (3) between 6, and uc~,. It is to be expected expect a closer relation to exist between
then that any empirical reIation found between 6, and s d= f=c.* as the resdt of tests in the laboratory will show Iess 6’=EZ- and ““=g (4)

scatter than a relation for ~xample between $ and f=. Ae.rej, is the modulus of rupture, for materials having
d

The theoretical situation as regards the bending nfiely reIated stress-strain curves, than between ~

strength of thin circular cylinders is in a less satis- and jr.
factory state than the theory that applies to the cri&- RESULTS

Iing strength. Even the elastic case (reference 6) The results of the crinkling tests are given in table H
becomes so involved as to be quite intractable in any and are shown for the chromium-molybdenum-steel
practicaI way. % far as is Imown, no one IMsattempted specimens in figures 8 and 9 and for the durahuni.n
Rsolution of the plastic case. hrevertheless,because of specimens in figures 10 and 11. The res~ts of the

0
Or/t

)!’IGGFU!8.—Dfagrrun Of~m @t fti Chmrrdnm-moIybdennm sta?l @eI Iosdfn@.
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bending tests are given in table HI and are shown for the
chromium-molybdenum-steel specimens in tigures 12
and 13 and for the duralumin speoimem in figures 14
and 15. The measured diameters and the computed
average thicknesses have been used in determiningg the
values of d/t in tables II and III and in the @ures.
The crinkling strength, fti, is the maximum axial Ioad
carried by the specimen divided by its cross-sectional

Y d. -A ,;
6’=E7 and cm—~ Urn=-. (5)

were used in @ures 9 and 13 instead of ~, and am,,u~,
as defined in equations (2) and (4]. It is seen that the
scatter of the points for the chromium-molybdenum-
steel specimens in the UP,l/&diagrmna of figures 9 and
13 is materially 1sssthan in thef, d/#-diagrmns of figures
8 and 12 except for the three sets of points representing

area. The modulus of rupture, j,, has been computed
from the mmmon ffe.xureformula

fr=y

where M is the ma.simum moment resisted by the spec-
imeD, and 1/c is its section modulus. The data in
figures 8, 10, 12, and 14 have been plotted in the con-
ventional way and in figures 9, 11, 13, and 15 in terms
of the nondimens.iomd variables 2 6 and u. Because
compressive yield strengths of the thin cbromium-
molybdenum-steel tubes could not be obtained, the
tende yield strengths, Y, were used in the e-xpressions
for 6 and u; that is,

I Where a, u,., u,, u., u, end fareu? the mnterl will Indkate whether& or 6,;

UC,- cm,, w“, or u,,; and f,,Orfi19ruaot.

the three sizes of tubes, 1 by 0.0125 inch, I% by 0.0150
inch, and 2 by 0.0222 inch. For the dumlumin spcc-
irnens, the poinfs in the r,, l/&-diagrams of figures 11
and 15 lie on somewhat smoother curves than the points
in the ~, dlf-diagrama of 6gures 10 and 14. Greater
improvement in- the nondimensiomd representrition
would be expected for the chromium-molybdenum-steel
data than for the durakmin data because the former
materiaI was somewhat more variable in its mechanical
properties than the Iatter.

11 is not dMicuIt to fid an explanation for the ap-
parently anomalous behavior of the three obromium-
molybdenum-steel tubes mentioned. The terdestr-
strain curves for these tubea were gradually curved
from low stresses on (lCS-T, fig. 3), whereas all the
other tubes had stress-strain curves with relatively
sharp knees. Since the material is supposed to be

,.-.
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FIGURE 12,–Diegrem of~o d/1 hr chronrium-mo~ytxfenaru stwl (transmmeIoadfng).

normalized, it is not unreasonable to -~xpect similar I stress-straincurve. Now, unquestionably, the streugth
stress-strain curves in compression. If tk& is the case,
then for a given yieId strength S’ for the two types of
material and at a given stressj>~ at ffiilure,Sthe value
of 7, which depends on the tangent modulus, will be
greater for the material with the blunt-knee stress-
strain curve than for the material with the sharp-knee

$The stetement that foIIows Is true not only forf>.6 but for~grenter then the stress

at whfti the do~s Of the t\i’o shw%raln ourvee beeome equal. The veluea of E are
Ss!?urndtobeequel.

increaseswith 7and decreaseswiLhd/t (whether equation
(1) is right or not) and, consequently, for a given
strength, represented by j, a high value of r wilI he
associated with a high value of d/t and a low value of r
with a low value of d/t. It is to be expected, then, that
the three sets of points representing tho tests on the
thin tubes in figures 7 and 11 would be shifted to tbo
left. They are “off the beaten track” of the other
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FIGCBE 13.–Dtagram of m,,, lp, for chromfnm-molybdermm steel (transverse Icadrng).
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pointe bemuse the stress-strain curves of the material
they represent are not even approximately affinely
rehited to the stress-straincurve9 of the other material.

It willbe noted that smooth curves drawn to represent
the r, 1/&data would rise concave upward to meet the
points for which 1/8 is greater than 19. These points
represent the strengths of rehtively thick specimens,
and it is to be e.xpectadthat the strengths of such speci-
mens would increase rapidly with decrease in ratio of
diameter to thickness. If d/t=2, the tube becomes a
solid bar, the crinkling strength becomes infinite, and
the bending strength becomes very high, depending
now on the tensile strength of the material. These
high vahms of crinkling strength and bending strength,
however, have no practical signilhnce since the defor-
mations required to obtain them are so great as h be
quite intolerable in a structure. The more or lESS
abrupt rise in strength at low values of the ratio of
diameter to thickness.isanalogous to tlmtwhichoccurain
columns at 10w values of the ratio of slenderness.

Empirical curves have been fitted to the u, l/6data
of figures 9, 11, 13, and 15. In doing so, the points for

which 1/8 was greater than 19 havo not been used, in
accordance with the preceding discussion, nor have the
three sets of points for the cllmmillm-molyb~lcxlllnl-
steel specimens previously discussed been taken into
account, since they represent easonthdly a differcmt
material, The omission from consideration of idl t.hwo
points is on the safe side. All four curwx me hypm-
bolas. They are shown solid in the figures for tho rango
covered by the tests, and they are extwdcd as dotted
curves. The crinkliugstrength, innondimcnsiomd form,
of the chromiurn-molybdenum-stiel tube9 wns found to
be given by

1.315:
u~y= ~

~+ 1.~8’
;>5 (0)

The crinkling strength, in nondimension form, of tho
duralumin tubes wtisfound to be given by

3.35ati,=l.631— —— ~>2.5 (7)
:+ 2.75’
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The moduhs of rupture, in nondimensional form, of the
chromium-molybdenum-steel tubea was found to be
given by

1.525;
r~———

;+1.;’
;>5

?

(8)

The modulus of rupture, in nondimensional form, of the
duralumin tubes was found to be given by

a,,= 1.773–y, ~>2.5 (9]

g

Figures 9 and 11 show also the theoretical curve
(straight line) for axially symmetrical elastic faihme.

If one assumes, for conwmience, p=– r:1:=-‘ne
obtains from equation (3)

and, since for elastic failure, r= 1

(lo)

(11)

T’i%en CT=is plotted against l/~, equation (11) may be
represented by the straight line shown in the figures.

It immediately appears that, by substituting for r m
equation (10) the expression found from column tests,
or otherwise, a theoretical relation between 5 and Uti
might be obtained in the plastic range. This substitu-
tion might be done for the range of values of c for
which an expression for r was reIiable; but no agreement
with the rewdts of crinkling teste -would be expected
because crinkkg fai.hmesobtained in the laborato~ in
the plastic range are not stability faihm.s but bending
faihres. This condition is necessarily true because of
the impossibility of satisfying the end and other condi-
tions required by theory for a st8bfity failure.

It remains to obtain ~xpressions for tie crinkhg
strength and the bending strength of tubing that just
complies with specifications. Such expretio~ may be
obtained immediately from equations (2) and equations
(4) to (9), inclueive. The sptied minimum yield
strength of chromium-molybdenum-steeI tubing such as
used in this investigation is, according to h’m-y Depart-
ment Specification 44T18c for tubing not over 0.188
inch thick, 75,000 pounds per square inch, and the
moduhs of elasticity may be taken M 29,800,000
pounds per square inch (reference 4). Substituting
these values in equations (5) and then replacing 13rand
UC~rin equation (6) by the expressions obtained from
equations (5), 8nd sul~ for-
fm,gives after rounding off,

19800000
fcr= ~ ~

~+200

inlbpersq in.

the crinkling strength,

<<80 (12)

The specified minimum tensile yield strength of
duralumin tubing such as used in this immstigation is,
according to hTavy Department Specification 44T2 lb
for Condition “T” heat-treated tubing, 40,000 pounds
per square inch. The fbverage ratio of comprd~e
yield strength to tensileyield strength of the tubes used
in this investigation was found to be 0.864. The aver-
age value of the modulus of elasticity was 10,610,000
pounds per square inch. Substituting 8=0.864x
40,000=34,560 pounds per square inch and E=
10,610,000 pounds per square inch in equations (2) and
then replacing a, and u=, in equation (7) by the e.spres-
sions obtained from equations (2), and salving for the
cridding strength,~m, gives, after rounding off,

r d. -1

‘==564001‘-J%+I’‘<125’13)
L “-l

in lb per sq in.
An expreedon for the modulus of rupture of chro-

mium-molybdenum-steel tubing that just comphes with
hTav-gDepartment Speci6cation 44T18c for tubing not
over 0.188 inch thick may be found, as just outIined,
from equations (5) and (8):

fr=:;;2:’00‘ :>80 (14)

in lb per sq in.
An expression for the moduhs of rupture of duralu-

min tubing t-hatjust complies with 17avy Department
Specification 44T21b for Condition “T” heat-treated
tubing may be found, as outlined, from equations (4)
and (9) :

f,=61 500–191$, ~125 (15)

in lb per sq in.
The curves representing equations (12), (13), (14),

and (15) are shown 4 in figures 8, 10, 12, and 14, re-
spectidy. They indicate, for the range of Tabs of
ratio of diameter to thkkness covered, the crirdding
strengths and the moddi of rupture that may be
expected from tubing which just comphs with the
applicable specifications noted.

DISCUSSION

As explained in the introduction, the crinkling
strength is the upper Iimit of cohmm strength. With
the determination of the crhkling strength, it now
becomes possible to indicate where the column curves
for the two materiaIs of this investigation must be
“cut off” at their upper ends for tubing of a given
ratio of diameter to thickness, namely, at the stresses
given by equations (12) and (13).

i The two ROMS Ln SgIKe l!d W are MOW the crirw reprewnt the rssuIts C4tests

on specimens the msteiial of wldch &d not ccnqiy with the re@rement of the

s~ati for Che~eSd eomp@tIon nor WId mrsn@h (lCS-T, Sg. 8).

-.
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If the stresses from equations (12) and (13) are
equated” to the highest average column stresses (ratio
of slenderness equrd to zero), the highest values of d/t
may be found for which the column curves for the two
materials apply over their entire range without cutting
off at the top.5 For chromium-molybdenum-steel tubes,
the limiting column stress wnsfound in reference.4 to
be 79,4oo lb. per sq. in., and, if one equates this quantity
to the right-hand side of equation (12),

79 4oo_ 19800000
‘d

7+200

and solves for d/t, one obtains d/t =50.

..— -.

Similarly, for
durahunin tubes the limiting column straw was found
in reference 4 to be 42,700 lb. per sq. in., and if one
equates this quantity to the righhhand side of equation
(13),

‘700=5’400[1-Ji-d
and solves for d/t, one obtains d/t=65. The column
formulas given in reference 4 may therefore be used
over their entire respective ranges for tubing for which
d/t does not exceed 50 in the case .of chromium-molyb-
denum std and d~t does not exceed 55 in the case of
duralmnin.

The question may arise as to whether clamps used in
practice for transferring transverse loads to tubing are
sufficiently effective in holding the tube round to pre-
vent faihre at the clamp. Preliminary bending tests
made with several types of clamps, both with clamps
furnished by manufacturers and more flexible clamps
made for the purpose, indicated that, so long as the
transveme load was applied through a tension member,
the clamp would not weaken the tube. The type of
connection most likely to weaken a tube locally is a

JTheuseofequstfone (M) end (18) mtrm&kd the column cumw sm bessd on

the seine mmpmmtve yfeld strength as the erinklfng eurvee. If the commemive
yIeId strength of the mlumn mrderlal k higher, es It wee for the durelumln tubes of

reference 4, the vahzes of dltobtefnsd MU be on the ameervat Ire sfde.

weld. A relatively small compression member trans-
ferring its load to the tube in question through a weld
might easfly promote a dent tmd cause local f~ilurc at
lower stresses than those given by equation (14).

It may not be out of place hero to cdl attention to
possible failure by transverse shear. The tranwcrsc
shearing strength of tubing has not been studied in the
present inveskigat-ion. All tlmt can bo said is thrit no
evidence of failure due to transverseshear was observed
in any specimen. Hansen (reference 2) found, for murl~
thinner tubes, that-the modulus of rupture was unrtf-
fected by shem when the cantilevered em-lof the tube
was as short-as three diameters.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDAIZDS,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Wrcli %, 1%38.

TABLE I

NOMINAL CROSS-SECTIONAL PROPERTIF* O1; TUIIES

] CHROMIUM-MOLYBDENUM STEEL

a yg
.006
.0150
.0a8
.028
.085

:8%
.0z2a
.0a5 I
g;0.08s9

.CW5
M: 4 . lKm

100.0 .07m
8s.2 . 10!22
63.6 . MM
42.9 .1011
X9 .2028
4e. 4 .1748
00.0 , M79
57.1 . m61

DUR.4 LU34 I N

1 0.028 85.7
1 .049 !m. 4
1 .065 16.4

I

.025 Oao
:
1 :E 2.:

.10J 18.8
: .Om lc#{
2 .025

w“ s
: :E
2 .042 !%;

J ,

● Nobsndhg tests wem medo of this sIm

0:03$
.19CQ
.1159
. 1*7O
. 232%
.4703
.1244
.1551
. 107Z
.2161
.2544
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TABLE II

RESULTS OF CRINKLING TESTS
CHRO.MUJM-MOLYBDE?TUM STEEL

SRi%’2
(lb./sq.In) “-%I 6peciroen

-——

lCPCr
lCL-9
2CE-9
2CE-C
lCE-la
1OK-9
;::$

ICP-3C
ICP-O

2CN-O

lCO-C
2C0-C
2C0-Cr
ICM-C
2CCMZ

lc&c
Lcu=c
Icu-z
ICC-8
ICC-C

541
NT
me
6L s
6L s
7a4
io.1
W. 8
89.8

k:

m
812410
am

837W

DUBALUMIN

r8pedmen

-—

lDR-I
IDR-O

v-so
t-o

z
l~c

lb-o

;Xq

x-c
IF-SO

4wtQ Lm L 211
472 L 178

E-lm 4ia L 175
466 LIS5

4b2m km L 195
4. b7

46W) 444 i%
474m 414 L 145
4m 4.14 L 141

am LC08
m X24 L ml

LUM
4190u :E .(KU
41Ml La .096

--—

RESULTS OF BENDING TESTS
0HROMH7M-MOLYBDEFW7M STEEL

Mcdcdos
of Ru turs

1?

IEt .,,+ I 8mcbnsn
.4

G-F T.
mm. M

T
Sp?dmen

d

T

Modufos
Of Ru@xe

(lbJ& in.) .
---

?4
L245
LWO
L365
L384
L&M
L~
1.m
L 246

;0323

pf~

IC8-2
Its-l
lcu-1
NW-2
lCC-2
lCC+

azl
544
6L 9

%:
m o
88.6
8Q8

l%:

lc&g4 l&6
15.6

20 E-8 24.0
;&!?&&

W
ICK-6 34.8
lCT-2 ~8

lCT-1 42a
ICP-2 449
ICP-1 449

DURALUMIN

Moduhle
of Ruptura l_E t

(lb./~. In.)
& SK

O?w&a
i

lEt ;.+.

wig. h.)
K-Z z

d
.T8w2frnen

4n
466
41b
414

;:

200
S.m

moo 16.49
io200 12.78

12iz
65CU0 10.24

10.n
%’% a 14

als
594!JI 698

&5Q
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